Data representations that contain all the information about target variables but are invariant to nuisance factors benefit supervised learning algorithms by preventing them from learning associations between these factors and the targets, thus reducing overfitting. We present a novel unsupervised invariance induction framework for neural networks that learns a split representation of data through competitive training between the prediction task and a reconstruction task coupled with disentanglement, without needing any labeled information about nuisance factors or domain knowledge. We describe an adversarial instantiation of this framework and provide analysis of its working. Our unsupervised model outperforms state-of-the-art methods, which are supervised, at inducing invariance to inherent nuisance factors, effectively using synthetic data augmentation to learn invariance, and domain adaptation. Our method can be applied to any prediction task, eg., binary/multi-class classification or regression, without loss of generality.
Introduction
Supervised learning, arguably the most popular branch of machine learning, involves estimating a mapping from data samples (x) to target variables (y). A common formulation of this task is the estimation of the conditional probability p(y x) from data through learning associations between y and underlying factors of variation of x. However, data often contains nuisance factors (z) that are irrelevant to the prediction of y from x and estimation of p(y x) in such cases leads to overfitting when the model incorrectly learns to associate some z with y. Thus, when applied to new data containing unseen variations of z, trained models perform poorly. For example, a nuisance factor in the case of face recognition in images is the lighting condition the photograph was captured in, and a recognition model that associates lighting with subject identity is expected to perform poorly. Developing machine learning methods that are invariant to nuisance factors has been a long-standing problem in machine learning; studied under various names such as "feature selection", "robustness through data augmentation" and "invariance induction".
While deep neural networks (DNNs) have outperformed traditional methods at highly sophisticated and challenging supervised learning tasks, providing better estimates of p(y x), they are prone to the same problem of incorrectly learning associations between z and y. An architectural solution to this problem is the development of neural network units that capture specific forms of information, and thus are inherently invariant to certain nuisance factors [3, 19] . For example, convolutional operations coupled with pooling strategies capture shift-invariant spatial information while recurrent operations robustly capture high-level trends in sequential data. However, this approach requires significant effort for engineering custom network modules and layers to achieve invariance to specific nuisance factors, making it inflexible [19] . A different but popularly adopted solution to the problem of nuisance factors is the use of data augmentation where synthetic versions of real data samples are generated, during training, with specific forms of variation [3] . For example, rotation, translation and additive noise are typical methods of augmentation used in computer vision, especially for classification and detection tasks. However, models trained naïvely on the augmented dataset become robust to limited forms of nuisance by learning to associate every seen variation of such factors to the target variables. Consequently, such models perform poorly when applied to data exhibiting unseen nuisance variations, such as face images at previously unseen pose angles.
A related but more systematic solution to this problem is the approach of invariance-induction by guiding neural networks through specialized training mechanisms to discard known nuisance factors from the learned latent representation of data that is used for prediction. Models trained in this fashion become robust by exclusion rather than inclusion and are, therefore, expected to perform well even on data containing variations of specific nuisance factors that were not seen during training. For example, a face recognition model trained explicitly to not associate lighting conditions with the identity of the person is expected to be more robust to lighting conditions than a similar model trained naïvely on images of subjects under certain different lighting conditions [19] . This research area has, therefore, garnered tremendous interest recently [6, 13, 14, 19] . However, a shortcoming of this approach, is the requirement of domain knowledge of possible nuisance factors and their variations, which is often hard to find [3] . Additionally, this solution to invariance applies only to cases where annotated data is available for each nuisance factor, such as labeled information about the lighting condition of each image in the face recognition example, which is often not the case.
We present a novel unsupervised framework for invariance induction that overcomes the drawbacks of previous methods. Our framework promotes invariance through separating the underlying factors of variation of x into two latent embeddings: e 1 , which contains all the information required for predicting y, and e 2 , which contains other information irrelevant to the prediction task. While e 1 is used for predicting y, a noisy version of e 1 , denoted asẽ 1 , and e 2 are used to reconstruct x. This creates a competitive scenario where the reconstruction module tries to pull information into e 2 (becauseẽ 1 is unreliable) while the prediction module tries to pull information into e 1 . The training objective is augmented with a disentanglement term that ensures that e 1 and e 2 do not contain redundant information. In our adversarial instantiation of this generalized framework, disentanglement is achieved between e 1 and e 2 in a novel way through two adversarial disentanglers -one that aims to predict e 2 from e 1 and another that does the inverse. The parameters of the combined model are learned through adversarial training between (a) the encoder, the predictor and the decoder, and (b) the disentanglers. The framework makes no assumptions about the data, so it can be applied to any prediction task without loss of generality, be it binary/multi-class classification or regression. Unlike existing methods, the proposed method does not require annotation of nuisance factors or specialized domain knowledge. We provide results on three tasks involving a diverse collection of datasets -(1) invariance to inherent nuisance factors, (2) effective use of synthetic data augmentation for learning invariance and (3) domain adaptation. Our unsupervised framework outperforms existing approaches for invariance induction, which are supervised, on all of them.
Related Work
Methods for preventing supervised learning algorithms from learning false associations between target variables and nuisance factors have been studied from various perspectives including "feature selection" [16] , "robustness through data augmentation" [10, 11] and "invariance induction" [3, 14, 19] . Feature selection has typically been employed when data is available as a set of conceptual features, some of which are irrelevant to the prediction tasks. Our approach can be interpreted as an implicit feature selection mechanism for neural networks, which can work on both raw data (such as images) and feature-sets (e.g., frequency features computed from raw text). Popular feature selection methods [16] incorporate information-theoretic measures or use supervised methods to score features with their importance for the prediction task and prune the low-scoring ones. Our framework performs this task implicitly on latent features that the model learns by itself from the provided data.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have outperformed traditional methods at several supervised learning tasks. However, they have a large number of parameters that need to be estimated from data, which makes them especially vulnerable to learning relationships between target variables and nuisance factors and, thus, overfitting. The most popular approach to expand the data size and prevent overfitting in deep learning has been synthetic data augmentation [3, 5, [9] [10] [11] , where multiple copies of data samples are created by altering variations of certain known nuisance factors. DNNs trained with data augmentation have been shown to generalize better and be more robust compared to those trained without in many domains including vision, speech and natural language. This approach works on the principle of inclusion. More specifically, the model learns to associate multiple seen variations of those nuisance factors to each target value. In contrast, our method encourages exclusion of information about nuisance factors from latent features used for predicting the target, thus creating more robust features. Furthermore, combining our method with data augmentation further helps our framework remove information about nuisance factors used to synthesize additional data, without the need to explicitly quantify or annotate the generated variations. This is especially helpful in cases where augmentation is performed using sophisticated analytical or composite techniques.
Several supervised methods for invariance induction and invariant feature learning have been developed recently, such as Controllable Adversarial Invariance (CAI) [19] , Variational Fair Autoencoder (VFAE) [14] , and a maximum mean discrepancy based model (NN+MMD) [13] . These methods use annotated information about variations of specific nuisance factors to force their exclusion from the learned latent representation. They have also been applied to learn "fair" representations based on domain knowledge, such as making predictions about the savings of a person invariant to age, where making the prediction task invariant to such factors is of higher priority than the prediction performance itself [19] . Our method induces invariance to nuisance factors with respect to a supervised task in an unsupervised way. However, it is not guaranteed to work in "fairness" settings because it does not incorporate any external knowledge about factors to induce invariance to.
Disentangled representation learning is closely related to our work since disentanglement is one of the pillars of invariance induction in our framework as the model learns two embeddings (for any given data sample) that are expected to be uncorrelated to each other. Our method shares some properties with multi-task learning (MTL) [17] in the sense that the model is trained with multiple objectives. However, a fundamental difference between our framework and MTL is that the latter promotes a shared representation across tasks whereas the only information shared loosely between the tasks of predicting y and reconstructing x in our framework is a noisy version of e 1 to help reconstruct x when combined with a separate encoding e 2 , where e 1 itself is used directly to predict y.
Unsupervised Adversarial Invariance
In this section, we describe a generalized framework for unsupervised induction of invariance to nuisance factors by disentangling information required for predicting y from other unrelated information contained in x through the incorporation of data reconstruction as a competing task for the primary prediction task and a disentanglement term in the training objective. This is achieved by learning a split representation of data as e = [e 1 e 2 ], such that information essential for the prediction task is pulled into e 1 while all other information about x migrates to e 2 . We present an adversarial instantiation of this framework, which we call Unsupervised Adversarial Invariance.
Unsupervised Invariance Induction
Data samples (x) can be abstractly represented as a set of underlying factors of variation F = {f i }. This can be as simple as a collection of numbers denoting the position of a point in space or as complicated as information pertaining to various facial attributes that combine non-trivially to form the image of someone's face. Understanding and modeling the interactions between factors of variation of data is an open problem. However, supervised learning of the mapping of x to target (y) involves a relatively simpler (yet challenging) problem of finding those factors of variation (F y ) that contain all the information required for predicting y and discarding all the others (F y ). Thus, F y and F y form a partition of F , where we are more interested in the former than the latter. Since y is independent of F y , i.e., y ⊥ F y , we get p(y x) = p(y F y ). Estimating p(y x) as q(y F y ) from data is beneficial because the nuisance factors, which comprise F y , are never presented to the estimator, thus avoiding inaccurate learning of associations between nuisance factors and y. This forms the basis for "feature selection", a research area that has been well-studied.
We incorporate the idea of splitting F into F y and F y in our framework in a more relaxed sense as learning a disentangled latent representation of x in the form of e = [e 1 e 2 ], where e 1 aims to capture all the information in F y and e 2 that in F y . Once trained, the model can be used to infer e 1 from x followed by y from e 1 . More formally, our general framework for unsupervised invariance induction comprises four core modules: (1) an encoder Enc that embeds x into e = [e 1 e 2 ], (2) a predictor P red that infers y from e 1 , (3) a noisy-transformer ψ that converts e 1 into its noisy versionẽ 1 , and (4) a decoder Dec that reconstructs x fromẽ 1 and e 2 . Additionally, the training objective contains a loss-term that enforces disentanglement between Enc(x) 1 = e 1 and Enc(x) 2 = e 2 . Figure 1a shows our generalized framework. The training objective for this system can be written as Equation 1 .
The predictor and the decoder are designed to enter into a competition, where P red tries to pull information relevant to y into e 1 while Dec tries to extract all the information about x into e 2 . This is made possible by ψ, which makesẽ 1 an unreliable source of information for reconstructing x. Moreover, a version of this framework without ψ can converge to a degenerate solution where e 1 contains all the information about x and e 2 contains nothing (noise), because absence of ψ allows e 1 to be readily available to Dec. The competitive pulling of information into e 1 and e 2 induces information separation such that e 1 tends to contain more information relevant for predicting y and e 2 more information irrelevant to the prediction task. However, this competition is not sufficient to completely partition information of x into e 1 and e 2 . Without the disentanglement term (L dis ) in the objective, e 1 and e 2 can contain redundant information such that e 2 has information relevant to y and, more importantly, e 1 contains nuisance factors. The disentanglement term in the training objective encourages the desired clean partition. Thus, essential factors required for predicting y concentrate into e 1 and all other factors migrate to e 2 .
Adversarial Model Design and Optimization
While there are numerous ways to implement the proposed unsupervised invariance induction framework, we adopt an adversarial model design, introducing a novel approach to disentanglement in the process. Enc, P red and Dec are modeled as neural networks. ψ can be modeled as a parametric noisy-channel, where the parameters of ψ can also be learned during training. However, we model ψ as dropout [18] (multiplicative Bernoulli noise) because it provides an easy and straightforward method for noisy-transformation of e 1 intoẽ 1 without complicating the training process.
We augment these core modules with two adversarial disentanglers Dis 1 and Dis 2 . While Dis 1 aims to predict e 2 from e 1 , Dis 2 aims to do the inverse. Hence, their objectives are in direct opposition to the desired disentanglement, forming the basis for adversarial minimax optimization. Thus, Enc, P red and Dec can be thought of as a composite model (M 1 ) that is pit against another composite model (M 2 ) containing Dis 1 and Dis 2 . Figure 1b = αL pred y,P red(e 1 ) + βL dec x, Dec(ψ(e 1 ), e 2 ) + γL dis (e 1 , e 2 ) = αL pred y,P red(Enc(
We use mean squared error for the disentanglement lossesL dis1 andL dis2 . We optimize the proposed adversarial model using a scheduled update scheme where we freeze the weights of a composite 
Analysis
Competition between prediction and reconstruction. The prediction and reconstruction tasks in our framework are designed to compete with each other. Thus, η = α β influences which task has higher priority in the overall objective. We analyze the affect of η on the behavior of our framework at optimality, considering perfect disentanglement of e 1 and e 2 . There are two asymptotic scenarios with respect to η: (1) η → ∞ and (2) η → 0. In case (1), our framework reduces to a predictor model, where the reconstruction task is completely disregarded. Only the branch x ⇢ e 1 ⇢ y remains functional. Consequently, e 1 contains all f ∈ F ′ at optimality, where F y ⊆ F ′ ⊆ F . In contrast, case (2) reduces the framework to an autoencoder, where the prediction task is completely disregarded, and only the branch x ⇢ e 2 ⇢ x ′ remains functional because the other input to Dec, ψ(e 1 ), is noisy. Thus, e 2 contains all f ∈ F and e 1 contains nothing at optimality, under perfect disentanglement. In transition from case (1) to case (2), by keeping α fixed and increasing β, the reconstruction loss starts contributing more to the overall objective, thus inducing more competition between the two tasks. As η is gradually decreased, f ∈ (F ′ ∖ F y ) ⊆ F y migrate from e 1 to e 2 because f ∈ F y are irrelevant to the prediction task but can improve reconstruction by being more readily available to Dec through e 2 instead of ψ(e 1 ). After a point, further decreasing η is, however, detrimental to the prediction task as the reconstruction task starts dominating the overall objective and pulling f ∈ F y from e 1 to e 2 .
Equilibrium analysis of adversarial instantiation. The disentanglement and prediction objectives in our adversarial model design can simultaneously reach an optimum where e 1 contains F y and e 2 contains F y . Hence, the minimax objective in our method has a win-win equilibrium.
Selecting loss weights.
Using the above analyses, any γ that successfully disentangles e 1 and e 2 should be sufficient. On the other hand, α and β can be selected by starting with α ≫ β and gradually increasing β as long as the performance of the prediction task improves. We found α = 100, β = 0.1 and γ = 1 to work well for all datasets on which we evaluated the proposed model.
Experimental Evaluation
We provide experimental results on three tasks relevant to invariant feature learning for improved prediction of target variables: (1) invariance to inherent nuisance factors, (2) effective use of synthetic data augmentation for learning invariance, and (3) domain adaptation through learning invariance to "domain" information. We evaluate the performance of our model and prior works on two metricsaccuracy of predicting y from e 1 (A y ) and accuracy of predicting z from e 1 (A z ). The goal of the model is to achieve high A y and A z close to random chance.
Invariance to inherent nuisance factors
We provide results of our framework at the task of learning invariance to inherent nuisance factors on two datasets -Extended Yale-B [7] and Chairs [2] .
Extended Yale-B. This dataset contains face-images of 38 subjects under various lighting conditions. The target y is the subject identity whereas the inherent nuisance factor z is the lighting condition. We compare our framework to existing state-of-the-art supervised invariance induction methods, CAI [19] , VFAE [14] , and NN+MMD [13] . We use the prior works' version of the dataset, which has lighting conditions classified into five groups -front, upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right, with the same split as 38 × 5 = 190 samples used for training and the rest used for testing [13, 14, 19] . We use the same architecture for the predictor and the encoder as CAI (as presented in [19] ), i.e., single-layer neural networks, except that our encoder produces two encodings instead of one. We also model the decoder and the disentanglers as single-layer neural networks. Table 1 summarizes the results. The proposed unsupervised method outperforms existing state-of-theart (supervised) invariance induction methods on both A y and A z metrics, providing a significant boost on A y and complete removal of lighting information from e 1 reflected by A z . Furthermore, the accuracy of predicting z from e 2 is 0.89, which validates its automatic migration to e 2 . Figure 2 shows t-SNE [15] visualization of raw data and embeddings e 1 and e 2 for our model. While raw data is clustered by lighting conditions z, e 1 exhibits clustering by y with no grouping based on z, and e 2 exhibits near-perfect clustering by z. Figure 3a shows reconstructions from e 1 and e 2 . Dedicated decoder networks were trained (with weights of Enc frozen) to generate these visualizations. As evident, e 1 captures identity-related information but not lighting while e 2 captures the inverse. Chairs. This dataset consists of 1393 different chair types rendered at 31 yaw angles and two pitch angles using a computer aided design model. We treat the chair identity as the target y and the yaw angle θ as z. We split the data into training and testing sets by picking alternate yaw angles. Therefore, there is no overlap of θ between the two sets. We compare the performance of our model to CAI. In order to train the CAI model, we group θ into four categories -front, left, right and back, and provide it this information as a one-hot encoded vector. We model the encoder and the predictor as two-layer neural networks for both CAI and our model. We also model the decoder as a two-layer network and the disentanglers as single-layer networks. Table 2 summarizes the results, showing that our model outperforms CAI on both A y and A z . Moreover, the accuracy of predicting θ from e 2 is 0.73, which shows that this information migrates to e 2 . Figure 3b shows results of reconstructing x from e 1 and e 2 generated in the same way as for Extended Yale-B above. The figure shows that e 1 contains identity information but nothing about θ while e 2 contains θ with limited identity information.
Effective use of synthetic data augmentation for learning invariance
Data is often not available for all possible variations of nuisance factors. A popular approach to learn models robust to such expected yet unobserved or infrequently seen (during training) variations is data augmentation through synthetic generation using methods ranging from simple operations [10] like rotation and translation to Generative Adversarial Networks [1, 8] Table 4 : MNIST-DIL -Accuracy of predicting y (A y ). k = −2 represents erosion with kernel-size of 2. variations. The prediction model is then trained on the expanded dataset. The resulting model, thus, becomes robust to specific forms of variations of certain nuisance factors that it has seen during training. Invariance induction, on the other hand, aims to completely prevent prediction models from using information about nuisance factors. Data augmentation methods can be more effectively used for improving the prediction of y by using the expanded dataset for inducing invariance by exclusion rather than inclusion. We use two variants of the MNIST [12] dataset of handwritten digits to (1) show the advantage of unsupervised invariance induction at this task over its supervised variant through comparison with CAI, and (2) perform ablation experiments for our model to justify our framework design. We use the same two-layer architectures for the encoder and the predictor in both our model and CAI, except that our encoder generates two encodings instead of one. We model the decoder as a three-layer neural network and the disentanglers as single-layer neural networks. We train two baseline versions of our model for our ablation experiments -B 0 composed of Enc and P red, i.e., a single feed-forward network x ⇢ h ⇢ y and B 1 , which is the same as the composite model M 1 , i.e., the proposed model trained non-adversarially without the disentanglers. B 0 is used to validate the phenomenon that invariance by exclusion is a better approach than robustness through inclusion whereas B 1 helps evaluate the importance of disentanglement in our framework.
MNIST-ROT. We create this variant of the MNIST dataset by randomly rotating each image by an angle θ ∈ {−45°, −22.5°, 0°, 22.5°, 45°} about the Y-axis. We denote this set of angles as Θ. The angle information is used as a one-hot encoding while training the CAI model. We evaluate all the models on the same metrics A y and A z we previously used. We additionally test all the models on θ ∈ Θ to gauge the performance of these models on unseen variations of the rotation nuisance factor. Table 3 summarizes the results, showing that our unsupervised adversarial model not only performs better than the baseline ablation versions but also outperforms CAI, which uses supervised information about the rotation angle. The difference in A y is especially notable for the cases where θ ∈ Θ. Results on A z show that our model discards more information about θ than CAI even though CAI uses θ information during training. The information about θ migrates to e 2 , indicated by the accuracy of predicting it from e 2 being 0.77. Figure 4 shows t-SNE visualization of raw MNIST-ROT images and e 1 learned by our model. While raw data tends to cluster by the rotation angle, e 1 shows near-perfect grouping based on the digit-class. We further visualize the e 1 embedding learned by the proposed model and the baseline B 0 , which models the classifier x ⇢ h ⇢ y, to investigate the effectiveness of invariance induction by exclusion versus inclusion, respectively. Both the models were trained on digits rotated by θ ∈ Θ and t-SNE visualizations were generated for θ ∈ {±55}. Figure 5 shows the results. As evident, e 1 learned by the proposed model shows no clustering by the rotation angle, while that learned by B 0 does, with encodings of some digit classes forming multiple clusters corresponding to rotation angles. Figure 6 shows results of reconstructing x from e 1 and e 2 generated in the same way as Extended Yale-B above. The figures show that reconstructions from e 1 reflect the digit class but contain no information about θ, while those from e 2 exhibit the inverse.
MNIST-DIL. We create this variant of MNIST by eroding or dilating MNIST digits using various kernel-sizes (k). We use models trained on MNIST-ROT to report evaluation results on this dataset, to show the advantage of unsupervised invariance induction in cases where certain z are not annotated Table 5 : Results on Amazon Reviews dataset -Accuracy of predicting y from e 1 (A y ) in the training data. Thus, information about these z cannot be used to train supervised invariance induction models. We also provide ablation results on this dataset using the same baselines B 0 and B 1 . Table 4 summarizes the results of this experiment. The results show significantly better performance of our model compared to CAI and the baselines. More notably, CAI performs significantly worse than our baseline models, indicating that the supervised approach of invariance induction can worsen performance with respect to nuisance factors not accounted for during training.
Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation has been treated as an invariance induction task in recent literature [6, 14] where the goal is to make the prediction task invariant to the "domain" information. We evaluate the performance of our model at domain adaptation on the Amazon Reviews dataset [4] using the same preprocessing as [14] . The dataset contains text reviews on products in four domains -"books", "dvd", "electronics", and "kitchen". Each review is represented as a feature vector of unigram and bigram counts. The target y is the sentiment of the review -either positive or negative. We use the same experimental setup as [6, 14] where the model is trained on one domain and tested on another, thus creating 12 source-target combinations. We design the architectures of the encoder and the decoder in our model to be similar to those of VFAE, as presented in [14] . Table 5 shows the results of the proposed unsupervised adversarial model and supervised state-of-the-art methods VFAE and Domain Adversarial Neural Network (DANN) [6] . The results of the prior works are quoted directly from [14] . The results show that our model outperforms both VFAE and DANN at nine out of the twelve tasks. Thus, our model can also be used effectively for domain adaptation.
Conclusion And Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a novel unsupervised framework for invariance induction in neural networks. Our method models invariance as an information separation task achieved by competitive training between a predictor and a decoder coupled with disentanglement. We described an adversarial instantiation of this framework and provided analysis of its working. Experimental evaluation shows that our unsupervised adversarial invariance induction model outperforms state-of-the-art methods, which are supervised, on learning invariance to inherent nuisance factors, effectively using synthetic data augmentation for learning invariance, and domain adaptation. Furthermore, the fact that our framework requires no annotations for variations of nuisance factors, or even knowledge of such factors, shows the conceptual superiority of our approach compared to previous methods. Since our model does not make any assumptions about the data, it can be applied to any supervised learning task, eg., binary/multi-class classification or regression, without loss of generality.
The proposed approach is not designed to learn "fair representations" of data, e.g., making predictions about the savings of a person invariant to age, when such bias exists in data and making the prediction task invariant to such biasing factors is of higher priority than the prediction performance [19] .
In future work, we will augment our model with the capability to additionally use supervised information (when available) about known nuisance factors for learning invariance to them, which will, consequently, help our model learn fair representations.
